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ABSTRACT
With a growing demand of concurrent software to exploit multi-
core hardware capability, concurrency vulnerabilities have become
an inevitable threat to the security of today’s IT industry. Existing
concurrent program detection schemes focus mainly on detecting
concurrency errors such as data races, atomicity violation, etc.,
with little attention paid to detect concurrency vulnerabilities that
may be exploited to infringe security. In this paper, we propose a
heuristic framework that combines both static analysis and fuzz
testing to detect targeted concurrency vulnerabilities such as con-
currency buffer overflow, double free, and use-after-free. The static
analysis locates sensitive concurrent operations in a concurrent pro-
gram, categorizes each finding into a potential type of concurrency
vulnerability, and determines the execution order of the sensitive
operations in each finding that would trigger the suspected concur-
rency vulnerability. The results are then plugged into the fuzzer
with the execution order fixed by the static analysis in order to
trigger the suspected concurrency vulnerabilities.

In order to introduce more variance which increases possibility
that the concurrency errors can be triggered, we also propose ma-
nipulation of thread scheduling priority to enable a fuzzer such as
AFL to effectively explore thread interleavings in testing a concur-
rent program. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first fuzzer
that is capable of effectively exploring concurrency errors.

In evaluating the proposed heuristic framework with a bench-
mark suit of six real-world concurrent C programs, the framework
detected two concurrency vulnerabilities for the proposed con-
currency vulnerability detection, both being confirmed to be true
positives, and produced three new crashes for the proposed inter-
leaving exploring fuzzer that existing fuzzers could not produce.
These results demonstrate the power and effectiveness of the pro-
posed heuristic framework in detecting concurrency errors and
vulnerabilities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Concurrent programs can provide significantly more computing
power than sequential programs and have been applied in many
demanding applications, e.g. cloud services. However, concurrent
programs are prone to concurrency vulnerabilities that may cause
severe consequences, e.g. dirty copy on write[31], a well-known
concurrency vulnerability found in the Linux kernel, and attacks
specifically targeting at concurrent programs to disrupt confidential-
ity, integrity or availability of the system [33]. It is a great challenge
to detect concurrency bugs and vulnerabilities since there are too
many interleavings in a typical concurrent program.

thread 1
1030 if (type == rr->type) /* SSL3_RT_APPLICATION_DATA or SSL3_RT_HANDSHAKE */

{
[...]

1050 if (!peek)
1051 {
1052 rr->length-=n;
1053 rr->off+=n;
1054 if (rr->length == 0)
1055 {
1056 s->rstate=SSL_ST_READ_HEADER;
1057 rr->off=0;
1058 if (s->mode & SSL_MODE_RELEASE_BUFFERS)
1059 ssl3_release_read_buffer(s);

1060 }
1061 }
1062 return(n);
1063 }

thread 2

124 int ssl3_read_n(SSL *s, int n, int max, int extend)
125 {

[...]
140 rb = &(s->s3->rbuf);
141 if (rb->buf == NULL)
142 if (!ssl3_setup_read_buffer(s))
143 return -1;

Figure 1: CVE-2010-5298 in s3_pkt.c of OpenSSL
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Fig. 1 shows a real-world concurrency use-after-free vulnerabil-
ity found in s3_pkt.c of OpenSSL. This vulnerability is triggered
at line 143 where thread 2 sets up a buffer s for later usage, and
before the buffer is used, another thread, thread 1, releases this same
piece of memory s at line 1059. This would allow remote attackers
to inject data across sessions or cause denial of service [17]. The
patch to this vulnerability is simply to add a condition inside the
if-condition clause at line 1058 to check if there is still unprocessed
data left in s before releasing it at line 1059 [18].

Detecting concurrency errors has been extensively studied, mainly
focusing on detecting data races, i.e. multiple simultaneous accesses
to shared memory with at least one write. Both static and dynamic
approaches have been used. However, methods aiming at detect-
ing data races in concurrent programs are generally inadequate in
detecting real-world concurrency vulnerabilities that can happen
even when a concurrent program is race-free. For example, in the
case shown in Fig. 1, making the two threads’ accesses to the shared
buffer s, i.e. lines 142 and 1059, race-free would not prevent the
aforementioned vulnerability from happening.

The concurrency vulnerability shown in Fig. 1 is similar to the
order violation described in [21, 36], wherein multiple concurrent
accesses, protected by a lock respectively, to shared memory can
cause crashes of the program. If the free operation at line 1059
is executed after finishing using the buffer, the vulnerability will
never occur. On the other hand, if their execution order is reversed,
the vulnerability will occur. In a concurrent program, the execution
order of threadsmay be uncontrollable, and awrong execution order
may occur, leading to a vulnerability that may be exploited to inject
data across sessions or cause denial of service. Existing methods
[21, 36] of detecting order violation are all based on monitoring
memory accesses, e.g. read/write, and the order violations they can
detect are likely to cause concurrency errors instead of concurrency
vulnerabilities that this paper focuses on. This limitation has been
lifted in our approach.

In this paper, we propose a heuristic framework that combines
both static analysis and fuzz testing to detect concurrency vulnera-
bilities, particularly concurrency buffer overflows, double-free, the
two most common concurrency vulnerabilities as reported in the
National Vulnerability Database [16], and the aforementioned con-
currency use-after-free. A concurrency buffer overflow typically
occurs when two threads access shared memory and one of them
modifies the shared memory, possibly with maliciously crafted con-
tent, before the other passes the shared memory to a memcpy-like
function. A real-world concurrency buffer overflow example will
be presented in Section 3. Concurrency double-free is intuitive: two
concurrent free operations on the same memory, and this can result
in undefined behaviors. In addition, we also propose an interleaving
exploring strategy in the heuristic framework to enable fuzz test-
ing to explore thread interleavings effectively so that it can detect
concurrency errors in concurrent programs more efficiently.

Our framework consists of the following three main techniques
we have developed:

• StaticAnalysis forConcurrentOperations. In this paper,
we use static analysis to detect sensitive concurrent opera-
tions that are likely to lead to concurrency vulnerabilities.

More specifically, we collect a set of sensitive concurrent op-
erations and distill distinct operation patterns for each type
of concurrency vulnerability by studying the characteristics
of real-world concurrency vulnerabilities, and leverage static
analysis to locate sensitive concurrent operations, whether
protected by mutex or not, in a program. We compare each
finding against the operation patterns of each type of con-
currency vulnerability, and categorize it to a certain type of
vulnerability, e.g. a concurrency buffer overflow, double-free,
or use-after-free that we have chosen as an example to study
the proposed heuristic framework in this paper. We should
point out that our framework can be readily extended to
detect other types of concurrency vulnerabilities.

• Exploring Thread Interleavings in Fuzz Testing. Fuzz
testing is criticized for being inadequate to detect concur-
rency errors. One major reason is that, although very capa-
ble of exploring new branches at conditional jumps, current
state-of-the-art fuzzers such as AFL [13] are unaware of
thread scheduling and thus cannot explore enormous inter-
leavings as capable as they are in exploring path changes.
To enable a fuzzer to explore thread interleavings as effec-
tively as it explores path changes, we develop a thread-aware
fuzzer that randomizes priorities of forked threads to explore
thread interleavings to cover as many interleavings as pos-
sible, i.e., in each iteration of fuzz testing, we select one or
more threads to manipulate their priorities towards untested
interleavings. This ensures that more interleavings are likely
to be explored with increasing iterations of fuzz testing. We
have found several new crashes using this approach. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to design a fuzzer to ef-
fectively explore thread interleavings to detect concurrency
errors/vulnerabilities.

• Targeting Scheduling for Sensitive Concurrent Opera-
tions. Like order violation mentioned in [21, 36], the exe-
cution order of concurrent operations is typically critical
in triggering concurrency vulnerabilities. For example, the
vulnerability shown in Fig. 1 can be triggered only if the
free operation is called before the shared memory is used.
Unlike order violation detection schemes in [21, 36] that
detect order violation patterns in run time, we first apply
static analysis to locate sensitive concurrent operations and
identify the potential concurrency vulnerabilities they may
lead to as well as the specific execution order to trigger each
potential vulnerability. The information enables us to in-
sert priority adjusting code to force the sensitive concurrent
operations of a potential concurrency vulnerability to be exe-
cuted in the specific order in fuzz testing so that the potential
vulnerability has a high chance to be triggered.

This paper has the following major contributions by proposing:

• A novel approach to effectively detect concurrency vulner-
abilities: locating sensitive concurrent operations that may
lead to a potential concurrency vulnerability and forcing a
specific execution order of threads to trigger the potential
concurrency vulnerability in fuzz testing. By studying the
characteristics of some common real-world concurrency vul-
nerabilities, we have found that each type of concurrency
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vulnerability has a few sensitive concurrent operations and
distinct operation patterns. This allows us to apply static
analysis to locate sensitive concurrent operations that po-
tentially lead to a concurrency vulnerability and to use the
operation patterns to identify the potential type of concur-
rency vulnerability along with the specific execution order to
trigger it. This enhances the opportunity to trigger the con-
currency vulnerability in fuzz testing by adjusting thread’s
priorities to force the program to be executed in the desig-
nated execution order.

• An effective method to explore thread interleavings of con-
current programs in fuzz testing: randomizing priorities of
threads to explore as many interleavings as possible. This
can be achieved by injecting code to adjust threads’ priorities,
forcing threads to sleep for a random or specific time, etc.,
towards untested interleavings. This empowers a fuzzer to
explore effectively not only code paths but also concurrent
interleavings and can significantly improve the effectiveness
of fuzz testing on testing concurrent programs.

This paper is organized as follows. We present the related work
in Section 2 and study real-world examples of concurrency vulner-
abilities in Section 3. Our static analysis is described in Section 4,
and the fuzzing strategies for concurrent programs are described in
Section 5. Our implementation of the proposed heuristic framework
is described in Section 6, and the evaluation results are presented in
Section 7. Limitations of the current implementation of the heuris-
tic framework and the future work are described in Section 8. The
paper concludes with Section 9.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Static Analysis to Detect Concurrency

Problems
Many static approaches have been proposed to handle concurrency
problems, such as [23, 28, 29]. Context-sensitive correlation analysis
is proposed in [23] to check if every memory location in a program
is consistently correlated with a lock, and its detection is proved
to be accurate. Aiming at the same, the method in [28] employs
a concept of relative lockset to gain significant scalability. As we
mentioned before, existing static analysis focuses mainly on data
races, which are quite different from concurrency vulnerabilities we
focus on. A static method specifically for double-fetch situations is
proposed in [29] which designates certain static patterns for double-
fetch situations and detects double-fetch situations by matching
these patterns. This method is scalable and can find many double-
fetch vulnerabilities, yet it is hard to extend to detect other types
of concurrency vulnerabilities.

2.2 Concurrency Error Detection
Existing concurrency error detection techniques can be classified
into two categories: heuristic techniques and test techniques. Heuris-
tic techniques [19–21] detect concurrency errors based on error
patterns or characteristics. These methods construct heuristic rules
and statically scan the whole program to find violation of these
rules. These heuristic rules may not catch all running situations, es-
pecially for concurrent programs. To tackle this problem, dynamic

analysis has been developed. For example, CTrigger [19] uses a
dynamic method to detect atomicity violations by analyzing in-
terleaving characteristics of synchronization events in concurrent
programs.

Test techniques detect concurrency errors by running target pro-
grams with system scheduling or designated tests to trigger concur-
rency errors. They typically aim at covering as many interleavings
as possible by generating either tests [7, 26, 27] or schedules [3, 34]
to detect concurrency errors. Compared with heuristic techniques,
a test technique usually suffers from low efficiency and thus needs
significant amount of time to test. These concurrency error detec-
tors focus mainly on access interleavings of shared memory, with
expensive analysis and complex test or scheduler generation, and
are often used for unit tests instead of system tests due to their
complexity. As a comparison, our interleaving exploring method
for fuzz testing applies a lightweight method to adjust threads’ pri-
orities to explore thread interleavings rather than memory access
interleavings, and is thus scalable to test much larger concurrent
programs.

Since concurrency vulnerabilities are caused by concurrency
errors, a natural thought would be to apply concurrency error de-
tectors to detect concurrency vulnerabilities. This approach does
not work well in general for detecting concurrency vulnerabilities
since these concurrency error detectors focus mainly on detecting
three types of concurrency errors: data races, atomicity violations,
and order violations. As we mentioned in Section 1, concurrency
vulnerabilities may occur even when all the types of concurrency
errors these detectors focus on have been cleared off. Triggering
a concurrency vulnerability normally needs to meet two require-
ments: a specific input and a specific scheduling. These concurrency
error detectors aim at exploring bug-triggering interleavings and
typically will not meet the required input and the required schedul-
ing simultaneously to trigger a concurrency vulnerability.

Our method to detect concurrency vulnerabilities borrows some
ideas from the order violation detection proposed in [21, 36] and
the active testing proposed in [4, 11, 35]. The former focuses on
detecting wrong execution orders that lead to concurrency errors
in a concurrent program. The latter targets at specific bug types
such as data races by applying a static detector to predict buggy
thread interleavings and then executing a suspected buggy thread
interleaving in a real execution to try to trigger the bug. These
methods focus on detecting concurrency errors rather than con-
currency vulnerabilities and, as just mentioned, unlikely effective
in detecting concurrency vulnerabilities. We have extended these
ideas to detect concurrency vulnerabilities.

An interesting yet loosely related work [37] has been proposed
recently to detect concurrency attacks by relying on an attack in-
ference model that models behaviors of concurrency attacks in the
three stages of their life-cycle in launching an attack: a concurrency
bug is first triggered to corrupt shared memory, then the corrupted
memory propagates across functions and threads, which may go
across memory boundaries (e.g., buffer overflows) during propaga-
tion, and finally the corrupted memory flows to vulnerable sites
(e.g., eval() and setuid()) to complete an attack. The method has
produced some sound results: it has detected 5 new concurrency
attacks and eliminated 94.1% of the reports generated by existing
concurrency bug detectors as false positive.
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2.3 Logic-Based Methods
A logic-based approach applies model-checking to detect concur-
rency errors. It adopts a constraint solver to check if there is an
error. Logic-based methods such as [9, 24] can produce sound repro-
ducible results, but they have to apply methods such as approxima-
tion, pruning etc. to deal with path explosion and heavy workload
in constraint solving, and thus are not scalable to a large amount
of interleavings. As a comparison, our proposed scheme is light-
weighted and thus is scalable to a large amount of interleavings.

2.4 Fuzz Testing
Fuzz testing has been widely used to detect software vulnerabilities
over the past twenty-some years since Miller et al. [15] introduced
it to test the robustness of UNIX utilities in 1990. Due to its effec-
tiveness in detecting software bugs and vulnerabilities, fuzz testing
has gained popularity since its introduction. The basic idea in fuzz
testing is to feed test programs with many mutated or random
inputs to produce irregular behaviors or to trigger vulnerabilities.
Fuzz testing can be divided into three types in general: black-box
fuzzing, white-box fuzzing, and gray-box fuzzing.

Black-box fuzzing requires neither knowing internal logics of
tested programs nor source code. As a result, many generated test
inputs may be uninteresting or cannot explore any deep path in
program semantics. Many methods [25, 30] have been proposed to
generate effective test inputs and explore deeper paths with the aid
of domain knowledge. To compare effectiveness of different black-
box fuzzing methods, Maverick et al. [32] proposed an analytic
framework to evaluate existing black-box fuzzing algorithms by
using a mathematic mutation model.

White-box fuzzing requires complete knowledge of the source
code and behaviors of targeted programs. Generally, it applies heavy
analysis techniques, such as dynamic symbolic execution, to gen-
erate test inputs and explore as many paths as possible. It is very
efficient at exploring new program paths in order to trigger more
bugs and vulnerabilities. A great challenge white-box fuzzing faces
is scalability: it is hard to scale to large programs due to path ex-
plosion [5]. An example of white-box fuzzing methods is presented
in [10].

AFL [13] is a popular gray-box fuzzer to detect software bugs. It
instruments a targeted program at every conditional jump instruc-
tion in compiling time, and then it keeps mutating an input and
running the program in order to explore new branches to find more
bugs. AFL is well-known to be explore sophisticated programs in a
shallow manner. Recently proposed gray-box fuzzers [6, 14] have
focused on addressing this low code coverage problem.

All existing fuzz testing methods have focused on exploring
more paths. They are unaware of thread scheduling and thus can-
not explore enormous concurrent interleavings as capable as they
explore path changes. As a result, they are ineffective in detecting
concurrency errors and vulnerabilities.

3 CASE STUDY OF CONCURRENCY
VULNERABILITIES

In this section, we study examples of real-world concurrency vul-
nerabilities selected from the National Vulnerability Database [16].

The study leads to finding sensitive concurrent operations and dis-
tinct operation patterns for each type of concurrency vulnerability
we study in this paper. We will use these in our static analysis which
is to be described in detail in Section 4.

3.1 Real-World Concurrency Vulnerabilities
We have shown a real-world concurrency use-after-free vulnera-
bility in Section 1. Fig. 2 shows another real-world concurrency
vulnerability, a concurrency buffer overflow, which is triggered
after computing how many escape characters contained in a NULL-
ended string s with the for-loop in lines 1921-1925 and its length
(including the ending NULL) at line 1928. The string and its length
are then passed to function apr_pmemdup. Meanwhile, if another
thread is allowed to modify the same piece of memory to make s
longer than length bytes, execution of line 119 in apr_pmemdup
will make NULL-ended string res not contain proper ending NULL.
String res is returned at line 120 and again at line 1932 for more
processing. When the content of the string is subsequently used,
such as in a memcpy-like function, the content beyond the allo-
cated memory will be included since the proper NULL ending of
the NULL-ended string has been overwritten by another thread,
resulting in a buffer overflow. This may lead to information leakage
or even getting total control over the CPU that happened in the
real world [12].

The above concurrency buffer overflow can be a data race prob-
lem wherein two threads access string str simultaneously and can
be prevented by applying a mutex to lock operations from line
1921 to 1933 to prevent other threads from accessing str during
execution of these lines. However, if a finer lock is applied, such
as the calling function and the called function in Fig. 2 being sepa-
rately locked, i.e., a mutex is used to lock accessing str in the calling
function, i.e., from line 1921 to line 1929, and the mutex is used
to lock accessing str (i.e., m) in function apr_pmemdup to prevent
other threads from accessing str simultaneously, then the program
is race-free, yet the concurrency buffer overflow can still happen
when another thread modifies the content of str after line 1928 has
been executed but before function apr_pmemdup starts to execute.
There are more real-world concurrency vulnerabilities, such as
CVE-2011-0990, CVE-2010-3864, etc. in the National Vulnerability
Database [16], that can still occur even when a program is race-free.

3.2 Characteristics of Concurrency
Vulnerabilities

Let us study the characteristics of concurrency buffer overflows.
A buffer overflow is triggered when the input data exceeds the
buffer’s boundary and overwrites adjacent memory locations. It
usually occurs in memory replication. Fig. 3 shows an example
of for-loop memory replication. In a concurrent program, source,
dest, or length might be modified in another thread after the correct
values of these three variables have been determined and before
the memory replication process has completed. This may trigger a
concurrency buffer overflow. Thus concurrency buffer overflows
have the following characteristics:

• Memory replication is required. Memory replication may
manifest in several ways: calling memory replication func-
tions such as memcpy and strcpy, using memory replication
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112: APR DECLARE(void *) apr pmemdup(apr pool t *a, const void *m, apr size t n)

113: {
114: void *res;

115:

116: if (m == NULL)

117: return NULL;

118: res = apr palloc(a, n);

119: memcpy(res, m, n);

120: return res;

121: }
...

1919: /* Compute how many characters need to be escaped */

1920: s = (const unsigned char *)str;

1921: for (; *s; ++s) {
1922: if (TEST CHAR(*s, T ESCAPE LOGITEM)) {
1923: escapes++;

1924: }
1925: }
1926:

1927: /* Compute the length of the input string, including NULL*/

1928: length = s - (const unsigned char *)str + 1;

1929:

1930: /* Fast path: nothing to escape */

1931: if (escapes == 0) {
1932: return apr pmemdup(p, str, length);

1933: }

Figure 2: An example of concurrency buffer overflow in
server/util.c in Apache

1: for(i=0; i<length; i++)

2: dest[i]=source[i];

Figure 3: An example of memory replication using for-loop

statements such as the for-loop shown in Fig. 3 or a while-
loop.

• At least one of source, dest, or length is a shared variable and
can be modified by other threads.

• The execution order is important to trigger a concurrency
buffer overflow: modification by another thread must be
executed before the memory replication completes.

Concurrency double-free and concurrency use-after-free can
also be characterized in a similar manner, for example, a shared
variable that can be accessed concurrently, and there are at least two
concurrent free operations on this shared variable for the former
or one free operation on the shared variable in one thread and
accessing the shared variable in another thread that may occur
after the free operation for the latter.

From the above concurrency vulnerabilities we can observe the
following common essential requirements to trigger one of these
concurrency vulnerabilities:

• Concurrent Access to Shared Memory. There must be at
least one shared variable that can be concurrently accessed
from multiple threads.

• Sensitive Concurrent Operations on Shared Memory.
Among concurrent accesses to the shared variable, there
is at least one sensitive operation that is vital to trigger a
concurrency vulnerability. Different concurrency vulnerabil-
ity has different sensitive operations. For example, sensitive
concurrent operations for a concurrency buffer overflow

are memory replication and content modification on shared
memory; two free operations on shared memory for con-
currency double-free; and one free operation and another
memory access on shared memory for concurrency use-after-
free.

• Execution inRight Order. A certain execution order of the
sensitive concurrent operations is typically critical in trig-
gering a concurrency vulnerability. For example, the mem-
ory modification must occur before (or during) the memory
replication for a concurrency buffer overflow, and the free
operation must happen before accessing the shared memory
for concurrency use-after-free. There is no ordering for con-
currency double-free since the two free operations play an
identical operation.

The above sensitive concurrent operations, operation patterns,
and execution orders to trigger concurrency vulnerabilities will be
used in our heuristic framework to detect concurrency vulnerabili-
ties in concurrent programs, as described in detail in the subsequent
two sections.

4 STATIC ANALYSIS
Our heuristic framework consists of static analysis and thread-
aware fuzzing. The static analysis is described in this section, while
the thread-aware fuzzing is described in the next section.

In our framework, static analysis aims at locating sensitive con-
current operations and categorizing each finding into a potential
type of concurrency vulnerability so that the thread-aware fuzzing
would adjust threads’ running priorities to enhance the chance to
trigger the potential concurrency vulnerability in fuzz testing.

Our static analysis consists of four steps: discovering shared
memory, marking sensitive operations, merging data flows, and
categorizing potential concurrency vulnerability type. Fig. 4 shows
the whole procedure of state analysis for concurrency double-free
at line 4 and line 9 in the code shown on the left-most side of the
figure.

4.1 Shared Memory Discovery
As described in Section 3.2, shared variables that can be concur-
rently accessed are essential in triggering a concurrency vulner-
ability. The first step focuses on finding shared memory that is
passed as a pointer when forking a new thread: whenever a new
thread is forked, we record the pointers that are passed through
pthread_create and potentially point to shared memory that can be
concurrently accessed.

Additionally, global variable access is another major source of
concurrent access. We handle this by recording all pointers that
point to a global variable in following three different places:

(1) A parent thread before a fork;
(2) A child thread;
(3) A parent thread after a fork.

Note that pointers that are passed through assignments such as
p2 = p1; p3 = p2; ..., are merely for data propagation rather than
genuine modification. These pointers point to the same memory
and thus should be treated as if an identical pointer. We apply a
filter on pointers to identify redundant pointers that essentially
point to the same piece of memory.
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Figure 4: The whole procedure of static analysis for concurrency double-free vulnerability

Table 1: Sensitive operations and their meaning for a shared
variable

Operation The shared variable is
memcpy passed to a memcpy()-like function.
read normally read.

memset passed to a memset()-like function.
free passed to a free()-like function.
null assigned to NULL.
set set as left operand of an assign operation.

4.2 Sensitive Operation Marking
After locating shared variables in a concurrent program, we ex-
amine operations on these shared variables to collect all sensitive
concurrent operations on shared memory in a concurrent program.
More specifically, we first construct a data-flow graph with the
following connections among a parent thread and its child thread
in a fork operation:

• A connection from the parent thread before the fork to its
child thread;

• A connection from the parent thread before the fork to the
parent thread after the fork.

Fig. 5 shows the above connections in constructing a data-flow
graph. We then mark sensitive operations on the data-flow graph.
Table 1 lists common sensitive operations on a shared variable. In
this table, the left column lists the name of a sensitive operation we
refer to in this paper, and the right column explains the meaning of
corresponding sensitive operation. For example, sensitive operation
memcpy denotes that the share variable is passed as an argument to
system functionmemcpy() ormemcpy-like functions or code blocks
defined by users.

4.3 Data-flow Merging
Since a data-flow graph represents only sequential relations among
marked sensitive operations, we need to further construct a data
structure to reflect concurrent relations among these sensitive op-
erations. This is done by

• Merging all data-flows that share a common ancestor since a
shared common ancestor for different data-flows means dif-
ferent concurrent modifications to the same piece of shared
memory,

Figure 5: Data-flow graph construction

• Fine-tuning marked sensitive operations via a control-flow
graph to make sure that each operation pair we come up
with is indeed concurrent.

For the three types of concurrency vulnerabilities we use as
an example to study the detection performance of our heuristic
framework, sensitive concurrent operations of each type of con-
currency vulnerability form a pair. Fig. 4 shows a pair of sensitive
concurrent operations (at line 4 and line 9 of the code shown on the
left-most side of the figure) our static analysis finds out for concur-
rency double-free. This pair is a candidate to trigger a concurrency
double-free vulnerability.

4.4 Vulnerability Categorization
After obtaining pairs of sensitive concurrent operation in the last
step, we need to categorize each pair into a potential type of concur-
rency vulnerability based on each type’s operation patterns that we
have distilled in Section 3.2. This categorization is necessary since
a different type of concurrency vulnerability requires a different
pair of sensitive concurrent operations and a different execution
order of the sensitive concurrent operations in order to trigger the
concurrency vulnerability.

Table 2 provides exemplary pairs of sensitive concurrent oper-
ations for each type of concurrency vulnerability studied in this
paper. For a pair (A,B) of sensitive concurrent operations A and B
in Table 2, the sensitive operation on the left side, i.e., A, must be
executed before the sensitive operation on the right side, i.e., B, to
trigger the corresponding concurrency vulnerability unless both
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Table 2: Exemplary pairs of sensitive concurrent operations
for each type of concurrency vulnerability

Concurrency Vulnerability Operation Pair
Double-Free (free, free)

(memset, memcpy)
BOF (set, memcpy)

· · ·
(free, read)

Use-After-Free (null, read)
· · ·

sensitive concurrent operations play an identical operation, i.e.,
A = B. When the two sensitive operations in a pair are identical,
e.g., (free, free), any execution order between the two sensitive
operations is equivalent. We note that the two sensitive operations
in a pair must be concurrent, i.e., executed in different threads, to
trigger the corresponding concurrency vulnerability.

In Table 2, the pair of sensitive concurrent operations for concur-
rency double-free is self-explained. The exemplary pairs of sensitive
concurrent operations for concurrency use-after-free are also intu-
itive: the shared memory is freed or set to null in one thread and
then accessed such as read, (free, read) or (null, read), in another
thread. For concurrency buffer-overflows, when shared memory
is passed to a memcpy-like function as either the source buffer or
the length to be copied, and is modified concurrently in another
thread, e.g. the length is changed from 10 to 20, or, as shown in Fig. 2
and discussed in Section 3.1, a NULL-ended string is overwritten
with the proper NULL ending being removed, a concurrency buffer-
overflow would likely occur. When the shared memory is passed
to a memcpy-like function as the destination buffer, a concurrency
buffer-overflow would likely occur if its memory address is con-
currently modified in another thread, e.g. the pointer is assigned
with another pointer. Each of the above buffer-overflow cases can
be described with a pair of sensitive concurrent operations, with
the first sensitive operation modifying shared memory followed
by the second sensitive operation to pass the shared memory to a
memcpy-like function, such as (memset, memcpy) and (set, mem-
cpy) shown in Table 2. Listing 1 shows an exemplary output of this
stage: a pair of sensitive concurrent operations (null, read) for a
potential concurrency use-after-free vulnerability.

Listing 1: Static analysis output
Type : Concurrency use− a f t e r − f r e e
Opera t i on S ta t emen t Lo c a t i on
read : p r i n t f ( "% s " , s t r ) ; example2 . c : 7 8
n u l l : s t r = NULL ; example1 . c : 1 0 1

4.5 Semantic Checking
In our static analysis, we have used both a data-flow graph and a
control-flow graph to find pairs of sensitive concurrent operations.
A data-flow graph focuses mainly on dependency relations among
different data, while a control-flow graph is about execution paths.
They do not explore semantics of the statements around the two

sensitive operations in a found pair to determine if the pair could
possibly lead to the suspected concurrency vulnerability or not.

For example, for the reported pair shown in Listing 1, if there
is a condition to check if string str is NULL or not before calling
function printf for the first sensitive operation of the pair, then
the suspected concurrency use-after-free vulnerability will never
occur. Sending this pair to fuzz testing is simply a waste of time.
For a found pair of sensitive operations of concurrency use-after-
free, if we can determine that the associated variable is properly
set when shared memory is freed for the left (i.e., first) sensitive
operation in the pair, and there is a proper check to see if the
shared memory is freed before being used for the right (i.e., second)
sensitive operation in the pair, then the pair of sensitive concurrent
operations cannot lead to the suspected concurrency use-after-free
and should be deleted. Similar semantic checking should also be
applied to reported pairs of other concurrency vulnerabilities. This
would significantly reduce the set of candidate pairs to be tested by
fuzz testing.

Semantic checking can be realized in several ways. We have
adopted a simple approach by checking preceding conditions re-
lated to shared memory for a sensitive operation to determine if
the condition that would trigger the suspected concurrency vul-
nerability would never be met. For example, if we determine that
printf in Listing 1 is called only when str is not NULL, then we can
conclude that the condition to trigger the suspected concurrency
use-after-free reported by the pair shown in Listing 1 would never
be met. This approach is similar to the path exploration of symbolic
execution but much simpler since we focus on determining if a
certain condition, i.e., the condition to trigger the suspected con-
currency vulnerability, will be met or not. If we cannot determine
easily, we can always resort to fuzz testing to further test it, with a
possible adverse impact on the workload of fuzz testing.

5 THREAD-AWARE FUZZING
Akey issue in applying fuzz testing to effectively detect concurrency
vulnerabilities is how to make a fuzzer explore as many thread
interleavings as possible [34]. The more thread interleavings a
fuzzer explores, the more likely a concurrency error or vulnerability
is triggered. However, existing fuzzers are designed to explore as
many code paths as possible and thus perform poorly in exploring
thread interleavings. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
existing fuzzer that can explore deep thread interleavings well.

In realizing the above limitation of existing fuzzers, we advocate
using a thread-scheduling fuzzing strategy to effectively explore
thread interleavings of concurrent programs. The core idea in this
strategy is to adjust execution orders of threads, either randomly or
in a targeted manner, to generate as many thread interleavings as
possible or specific thread interleavings, depending on the fuzzer’s
targeted applications. There are a few ways to adjust or influence
execution orders of threads, such as adjusting a thread’s priority,
forcing a thread sleep for a certain or random time, etc.

In this section, we describe a simple thread scheduling scheme
by adjusting threads’ priorities. For simplicity, we assume that fuzz
testing of a concurrent program is bound to one CPU core as a fuzzer
would normally do. This enables us to set the thread scheduling
of a concurrent program to strict First-In-First-Out (FIFO), which
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makes manipulating thread scheduling much easier. This scheme
manifests in two forms, aiming at performing different tasks. They
are described in detail in the following two subsections.

5.1 Interleaving Exploring Priority
Our thread scheduling in this form, called interleaving exploring
priority, aims at exploring as many thread interleavings as possible
in fuzz-testing a concurrent program. This is achieved by inserting
assembly code after a new thread is forked, i.e. pthread_create is
called, to manipulate the priority of the thread that executes this
inserted code. The assembly code, if ever reached, will adjust the
priority of the thread the assembly code resides in to a certain level
such as the highest or the lowest level of priority. For each thread
interleaving, the concurrent program will be tested for a fixed num-
ber of times in different iterations of fuzz testing. When a thread
interleaving has completed testing, a new, untested interleaving
is generated and tested. This process is repeated until all thread
interleavings have been tested. If the fuzzer still runs by then, the
whole process is repeated to test different interleavings again un-
til the fuzz testing is stopped. In doing so, we hope to cover as
many thread interleavings as possible, and each thread interleaving
is sufficiently tested. Our experimental results indicate that this
approach is very effective in finding concurrency crashes.

5.2 Targeted Priority
As we have mentioned, execution orders are critical in general in
triggering concurrency vulnerabilities. The interleaving exploring
priority described above, although effective in exploring thread in-
terleavings, is ineffective in triggering concurrency vulnerabilities
since, as we mentioned in Section 2.2, triggering a concurrency
vulnerability normally requires meeting two requirements simul-
taneously: a specific input and a specific scheduling. By aiming at
exploring as many interleavings as possible, it is difficult for the
interleaving exploring priority to meet both requirements at the
same time to trigger a concurrency vulnerability. To improve the
chance to trigger concurrency vulnerabilities, we have developed
another thread scheduling scheme, called targeted priority, to aim at
exploring concurrency-vulnerability-dependent interleavings that
would likely trigger targeted concurrency vulnerabilities.

Since each concurrency vulnerability candidate consists of a pair
of sensitive concurrent operations, and a specific execution order
of the two concurrent operations is required to trigger the potential
concurrency vulnerability, we can instrument the priority-adjusting
assembly code at the two sensitive operations to adjust the priorities
of the two threads that run the two sensitive concurrent operations
respectively so that the two threads would likely be executed in
the specific order that would trigger the potential concurrency
vulnerability.

More specifically, suppose there is a pair, (A, B), of sensitive con-
current operations A and B, where operation A must be executed
before operation B to trigger the suspected concurrency vulnerabil-
ity1. The inserted priority-adjusting assembly code would do the
following:
1If sensitive operations A and B are identical, such as in a pair (free, free) for a con-
currency double-free vulnerability, the reverse execution order can also trigger the
suspected vulnerability. In this case, there is no need to force any specific execution
order.

• If the inserted priority-adjusting assembly code that sensitive
operation B resides in is executed first, the priority-adjusting
assembly code will set the thread that runs it and B to the
lowest priority. This thread’s original prioritywill be restored
only after sensitive operation A has been executed.

• If execution hits the inserted priority-adjusting assembly
code that sensitive operation A resides in first, nothing will
be scheduled.

The above process is illustrated in Algorithm 1 (see Section 5.3 for
definition of some terms used in the algorithm). In this way, fuzz
testing likely executes sensitive operations A and B in the desirable
order: A is executed before B, and thus likely trigger the potential
concurrency vulnerability.

ALGORITHM 1: Algorithm to schedule a pair of sensitive concurrent
operations in a scheduling unit
Input: A pair (A, B) of sensitive concurrent operations to schedule, where

A , B , the counter of this unit, Counter , which is initialized to 0,
and a threshold Θ for all counters.

if Counter ≥ θ then
return

end
if hit A then

execute A;
if B’s priority has been modified then

restore B’s original priority;
end
Counter++;

end
if hit B then

if A has not been executed then
set B’s priority to the lowest;

end
end

5.3 Load Balance
In a concurrent program, there are usually a set of pairs of sensitive
concurrent operations that need to be tested in fuzz testing. Each
pair is associated with the instruction code described in Section 5.2
to adjust the two relevant threads’ priorities tomake the two threads
executed in a desirable order in order to trigger the suspected
concurrency vulnerability. The instrumentation code for a pair is
referred to as a scheduling unit.

In fuzz testing, a program will be executed many times. It would
be beneficial if each pair of sensitive concurrent operations is tested
with equal probability, i.e., each scheduling unit is executed with
the same number of times. To achieve this goal, we use a counter in
each scheduling unit to count the number of times the scheduling
unit has been executed, as shown in Algorithm 1. Whenever a
scheduling unit is executed in fuzz testing, the counter is increased
by 1. If a counter exceeds a preset threshold, this corresponding
scheduling unit will not be scheduled, i.e. the two threads would
execute as if there were no scheduling unit. When counters of all
scheduling units have exceeded the threshold, we will boost the
threshold by a certain amount so that all scheduling units will be
scheduled again.
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6 IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented the proposed heuristic framework to ex-
plore thread interleavings in fuzz testing and to detect concurrency
vulnerabilities for concurrent programs written in C with POSIX
multi-thread functions. The implementation details are described
in this section.

6.1 Implementation of Static Analysis
To implement the static analysis described in Section 4, we lever-
aged an existing concurrent static analysis tool in order to reduce
our implementation workload. Such a tool should be open source
so that we could modify its code to implement the desired function-
alities. It should also be able to work on concurrent C programs so
that we could apply it in our evaluation (see Section 7.1 for details).
Among available concurrent static analysis tools meeting our re-
quirements, LOCKSMITH [23] was selected since it was easy to use
and modify. It is a static analysis tool that uses a constraint-based
technique to automatically detect data races in concurrent C pro-
grams. We used it to discover shared variables for the functionality
described in Section 4.1, construct data-flow graphs and control-
flow graphs, and obtain information of locked areas. We modified
LOCKSMITH’s code to mark sensitive concurrent operations on the
data-flow graph to fulfill the functionality described in Section 4.2,
and mark preceding operations on the data-flow graph for each
one in a pair of sensitive operations and examine these operations
on both the data-flow graph and the control-flow graph to fulfill
the functionality described in Section 4.5.

To implement the functionaries described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4,
we wrote a program in Python using NetworkX module to process
results from LOCKSMITH for merging data-flows and categorizing
each pair of concurrent sensitive operations into a specific type of
vulnerability.

Listing 2: Instrumentation assembly flags in source code
/ / i n t h r e a d 1
T1 : 1 : asm ( " # c on_ a f l _ 4 8 \ n \ t " ) ;
T1 : 2 : s t r = NULL ;
T1 : 3 : asm ( " # c o n _ p r i o r i t y _ a f l _ 4 8 \ n \ t " ) ;
. . .
/ / i n t h r e a d 2
T2 : 1 : asm ( " # c on_ a f l _ 4 9 \ n \ t " ) ;
T2 : 2 : p r i n t f ( "%s " , s t r ) ;

6.2 Implementation of Thread-Aware Fuzzing
Our two thread fuzzing priorities were implemented based on AFL
[13]. We inserted instrumentation code to adjust thread priorities
to designated interleavings. This was done before and during AFL-
compiling the source code of a program, as described in detail next.
As a result, the source code is needed for our heuristic framework
to detect concurrency errors and vulnerabilities in a concurrent
program.

The instrumentation code was inserted in two steps: the first step
inserted assembly flags in the source code before AFL-compiling to
mark locations where our instrumentation code should be inserted,
while in the second step each assembly flag was replaced with

scheduling assembly code at AFL-compiling time. Same as the
original instrumentation of AFL, replacing assembly flags with
scheduling assembly code was done on assembly code files (i.e.,
.s files) generated during AFL compiling. Since we had access to
source code, for simplicity, we used -o0 optimization level to AFL-
compile all the tested programs.

For the interleaving exploring priority, the thread-priority adjust-
ing code was inserted right after a call of pthread_create function.
For the targeted priority, the thread-priority adjusting code was
inserted around each sensitive operation. Inserting thread-priority
adjusting code for the interleaving exploring priority is straightfor-
ward as compared with inserting thread-priority adjusting code for
the targeted priority. We shall focus on describing the latter in the
remaining part of this subsection.

Listing 2 shows an example of inserted assembly flags in a sched-
uling unit for the pair shown in Listing 1. In this listing, each
assembly flag is associated with a number, such as 48 and 49 in
Listing 2. These numbers indicate the execution order of the two
sensitive operations in a pair to trigger the suspected concurrency
vulnerability: the sensitive operation associated with a flag of a
smaller number in a pair should be executed before the sensitive
operation associated with a flag of a larger number in the same pair.
For example, in Listing 2, sensitive operation str = NULL should be
executed before sensitive operation printf("%s", str) to trigger the
suspected concurrency use-after-free since the former is associated
with 48 while the latter is associated with 49.

When the program was compiled by AFL, the assembly flags
in a pair were recognized and replaced with a scheduling unit of
scheduling assembly code. More specifically, assembly flags in the
generated .s files during AFL compiling were first located, and each
assembly flag right before a sensitive operation, e.g. the assembly
flag at line T1:1 and that at line T2:1 in Listing 2, was replaced
with scheduling assembly code to adjust the two threads’ priorities
according to Algorithm 1, with the sensitive operation associated
with a smaller number being executed first as we mentioned above.
Each sensitive operation that should be executed first in a pair
is followed with an assembly flag, such as line T1:3 in Listing 2.
This assembly flag was replaced with assembly code to restore the
original priority of the other thread in the pair if the thread was
adjusted to the lowest priority level, as described in Algorithm 1.

During fuzz testing, we allocated a scheduling trace table to
record the execution information of instrumentation code, which
tells what interleaving was actually executed in a test run, and how
many times an interleaving was executed. We also recorded some
global information such as a global threshold. If any crash was
triggered in fuzz testing, the recorded information could identify
the input and the interleaving associated with the crash, which
would help us validate detected concurrent vulnerabilities.

7 EVALUATION
We have applied the implemented heuristic framework to a bench-
mark suite of six real-world C programs. Experiments were per-
formed on Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630 v3 @ 2.40GHz with 32 logic
cores and 64 GB of memory, running on Red Hat 4.4.7-17. The
version of AFL [13] we used was AFL v2.51b.
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Table 3: Experimental results (LOC = lines of code)

Application LOC Exploring Priority Vulnerability Detected Performance Overhead
# of new crashes Time Vuln. type # found by

static analysis
# detected by

targeted priority
boundedbuf 0.4k 0 2.3s Buffer Overflow 1 0 272%

swarm 2.2k 0 3.5s Double-Free 1 0 109%
bzip2smp 6.3k 2 1500s Double-Free 3 1 51%
pfscan 1.1k 1 1.2s None 0 0 98%
ctrace 1.5k 0 2.9s Double-Free 3 1 59%
qsort 0.7k 0 0.5s Buffer Overflow 2 0 104%

7.1 Benchmark Suite
Since there is no available benchmark suite for detecting concur-
rency vulnerabilities, to the best of our knowledge, we selected sev-
eral typical multi-thread C programs from previous works [8, 23, 33]
using the following selection criteria:

• Lines of code could not exceed tens of thousands. This is
because the static analysis tool we based on to implement
our own static analysis has adopted a very precise thus costly
method, which limits the tool to detect no more than tens
of thousands of lines of code [28]. This limitation excludes
many sophisticated but interesting software.

• Multi-thread programs written in C using POSIX multi-
thread functions.

• Do not interface with the network since AFL mutated a local
file that was fed into the program.

• Do not fork any new thread via a thread pool since a thread
pool would affect the accuracy of data-flow in the static
analysis, which would lead to too many false positives.

We collected six programs in the benchmark suite to evaluate our
heuristic framework. They were boundedbuff, a program that imple-
ments a multi-thread producer-consumer module; swarm, a parallel
programming framework for multi-core processors [1]; bzip2smp, a
parallel version of bzip2 compressing tool; pfscan, a multi-thread file
scanner; ctrace, a library for tracing the execution of multi-threaded
programs; and qsort, a multi-thread implementation of quick sort.

7.2 Experimental Results
Table 3 shows the detection results of our heuristic framework in
testing the benchmark suite described in Section 7.1. Our heuristic
framework contains actually two separated parts to perform two
different detection tasks. One is a modified AFL with the interleav-
ing exploring priority to enable AFL to explore thread interleavings
as effectively as possible to detect concurrency errors, while the
other consists of our static analysis and a modified AFL with the
targeted priority to detect targeted concurrency vulnerabilities such
as the three types of concurrency vulnerabilities studied in this
paper. The former will be referred to as the interleaving exploring
fuzzer while the latter as the vulnerability detection fuzzer. The
detection results for both fuzzers are included in Table 3. The detail
is described next.

In Table 3, the third column shows the number of new crashes
found with the interleaving exploring fuzzer, i.e., crashes found
with our modified AFL with the interleaving exploring priority

but not found by running the original AFL sufficiently long. The
remaining columns in the table except the last one show the de-
tection results of the vulnerability detection fuzzer: the execution
time in seconds of the static analysis in the fourth column; the type
and the number of suspected concurrency vulnerabilities reported
by the static analysis in the fifth and sixth columns, respectively;
and eventually in the seventh column the number of concurrency
vulnerabilities detected by the modified AFL with the targeted pri-
ority after sending each case reported by the static analysis to the
modified AFL for further testing. Thus the seventh column shows
the detection results of the vulnerability detection fuzzer. The last
column of able 3 shows the performance overhead of our modified
AFL against the original AFL for each tested program, which will
be described in detail later in this subsection.

Table 3 does not show any execution time taken by AFL fuzz test-
ing since the time spent in AFL fuzz testing was non-deterministic.
In most cases, it took about ten minutes or less for the interleaving
exploring fuzzer to produce the first crash. As a comparison, the
original AFL might not report any crash after running for several
days. For example, in testing bzip2smp, our interleaving exploring
fuzzer produced a crash after running in less than 10 minutes, while
the original AFL did not report any crash after running for 2 days.

As we described above, the crashes reported in the third column
of Table 3 were all new crashes found by the interleaving exploring
fuzzer. Since there was no report on crashes of the programs in the
benchmark suite by any existing fuzzer, we compared the detection
results of our interleaving exploring fuzzer with the results of the
original AFL. If a crash was reported by the interleaving exploring
fuzzer but not reported by the original AFL after running it suf-
ficiently long, the crash was considered new and reported in the
third column in Table 3.

We have also studied the impact of our thread scheduling on
the performance of AFL by comparing the total number of execu-
tions of a program to be tested in a fixed duration of time with our
modified AFL against that with the original AFL. The last column
in Table 3 shows the performance overhead of our modified AFL
against the original AFL for each tested program, which is defined
as the difference of the average execution time in running a tested
program with our modified AFL, including both using the interleav-
ing exploring priority and using the targeted priority, and with the
original AFL, normalized by the original AFL’s average execution
time. The performance overhead ranged from 51% to 272% for the
benchmark suite.
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7.3 Validation of Detected Concurrency
Vulnerabilities

For each concurrency vulnerability detected by the vulnerability
detection fuzzer, we need to verify if it is a true positive or a false
positive. We used the following manual validation process to verify
the two concurrency vulnerabilities reported in Table 3: a concur-
rency double-free for each of bzip2smp and ctrace.

When a crash was reported, our modified AFL recorded its input
and the thread interleaving setting in the crash file. With the crash
report, we manually inserted the scheduling code in the source to
set the thread interleaving the same as the crash interleaving and
inserted assertive code before the sensitive operations to assert the
condition that would trigger the detected concurrency vulnerability.
Then we repeatedly ran the tested program fed with the crash input
in order to hit the assertive code. If the assertive code was hit, we
concluded that the detected concurrency vulnerability was a true
positive. If the assertive code was not hit after running the tested
program many times, we concluded that the detected concurrency
vulnerability was highly likely a false positive.

Using thismanual validation process, the two concurrency double-
free vulnerabilities detected by the vulnerability detection fuzzer
and reported in Table 3 were confirmed to be true positives.

7.4 Analysis of Static Analysis Results
The goal of the static analysis is to locate potential concurrency
vulnerabilities and obtain their information to provide the modified
AFL with the targeted priority to test. False positives in the static
analysis would increase the workload of fuzz testing. The semantic
checking in the static analysis aims at avoiding wasting time on
testing obvious false positives in fuzz testing instead of at accurately
detecting concurrency vulnerabilities. As a result, we had used a
simple method in the semantic checking to eliminate cases that
could be easily determined to be false positives, i.e., the condition
that would trigger a suspected concurrency vulnerability could be
easily determined to never be met.

Nevertheless, a more accurate semantic checking would help
reduce the workload of fuzz testing. To analyze the performance of
the static analysis, we investigated the cases reported by the static
analysis but not detected by the modified AFL with the targeted
priority. There were 8 such cases in total, as we can see from Table 3.
By examining and debug-testing the code, we could determine
that 4 cases out of the total 8, the one in boundedbuf, the two in
qsort, and one in ctrace, were false positives, thanks partially to
the small code base of these programs. The other 4 cases in larger
programs could not be determined in our investigation: they looked
like true positives as reported by the static analysis in our manual
examination but we could not trigger them in our fuzz testing. As
a result, we were unable to determine if they were true positives
or not. As we shall describe in Section 8, AFL might have failed to
execute the sensitive operations in a pair or insufficiently tested
such a pair that had failed to trigger the concurrency vulnerability.
Both would lead to false negatives.

7.5 Abnormal Time Cost of Static Analysis
From Table 3, we can see an extreme time cost, 1500 seconds, of the
static analysis on bzip2smp, while the time cost for other programs

in the benchmark suite are all 3.5 seconds or less. This observation
led us to investigate the root cause of the outlier.

By examining the code of bzip2smp, we found a macro that was
repeatedly called many times in bzip2smp. Listing 3 shows the piece
of code. It contains a macro BZ_ITAH, which is called literally 50
times. This would cause the static analysis to generate at least 50
branches in both the data-flow and the control-flow graph, resulting
in a long execution time for the static analysis. When we replaced
the 50 calls of the macro with a for-loop, for (i=0; i<=49; i++), the
semantics and functionality of the piece of code remain intact, but
the complexity of the data-flow and the control-flow graph in the
static analysis is significantly reduced: the time cost reduced to 13
seconds from the original 1500 seconds.

Listing 3: Macro used in bzip2smp
#define BZ_ITAH ( nn )
mt f v_ i = mtfv [ gs +( nn ) ] ;
bsW( s , s _ l e n _ s e l _ s e l C t r [ mt f v_ i ] ,
s _ c o d e _ s e l _ s e l C t r [ mt f v_ i ] )
BZ_ITAH ( 0 ) ; BZ_ITAH ( 1 ) ; BZ_ITAH ( 2 ) ;
BZ_ITAH ( 3 ) ; BZ_ITAH ( 4 ) ;
. . .
BZ_ITAH ( 4 5 ) ; BZ_ITAH ( 4 6 ) ; BZ_ITAH ( 4 7 ) ;
BZ_ITAH ( 4 8 ) ; BZ_ITAH ( 4 9 ) ;

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
As reported in Section 7.2, our interleaving exploring fuzzer found
three new crashes that the original AFL did not find, and typically
produced the first crash within 10 minutes of running while the
original AFL might not report any crash after running for several
days. This indicates that the original AFL is ineffective in exploring
thread interleavings in testing a concurrent program, and the same
fuzzer, when combined with our interleaving exploring priority, can
explore thread interleavings very effectively. This is because our
interleaving exploring priority aims at exploring as many thread
interleavings as possible. Our interleaving exploring priority em-
powers a fuzzer to effectively detect concurrency errors, a great
enhancement to existing fuzzers.

In addition, our vulnerability detection fuzzer could detect two
concurrency vulnerabilities, and both vulnerabilities were con-
firmed to be true positives, as reported in Section 7.2. This demon-
strates the power and effectiveness of our vulnerability detection
fuzzer in detecting targeted concurrency vulnerabilities.

Nevertheless, there are several limitations for the current im-
plementation of the heuristic framework, mainly due to the tools
we based on to implement the framework. These limitations are
discussed in the following subsections. We are actively working on
improving the heuristic framework to address some of these issues.

8.1 Scalability of Static Analysis
LOCKSMITH [23], the static analysis tool we based on to implement
our static analysis, is precise but complex, which prevents it from
working on programs exceeding tens of thousands of lines of code
[28]. This was the main reason to choose small utility programs
instead of more interesting ones in our evaluation experiments. It
is desirable to choose a more scalable open-source static analysis
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tool to implement our static analysis so that larger and commonly
used concurrent programs can also be tested with the heuristic
framework.

In addition, the semantic checking can be improved to reduce
false positives to avoid wasting time on testing false positive in our
fuzz testing.

8.2 Capacity of AFL in Exploring Paths
We have adopted AFL to implement our interleaving exploring
fuzzer and our vulnerability detection fuzzer. It is well-known that
AFL explores sophisticated programs in a shallow manner, and this
problem has been addressed recently in [6, 14]. It is desirable to use
a more sophisticated fuzzer that can explore code paths deeply or
guide testing towards executing the sensitive operations reported
by the static analysis such as that presented in [2].

8.3 Restrictions of Manual Validation
The manual validation described in Section 7.3 to validate detected
concurrency vulnerabilities is a labor-intensive work. Based on
a crash report by our vulnerability detection fuzzer, we need to
manually insert scheduling code into the source to ensure that the
same interleaving that caused the crash in the fuzz testing would
be used in validation, then examine the program code to determine
the root cause of a reported concurrency vulnerability in order to
decide the condition to confirm the concurrency vulnerability. Next
we need to insert assertive code around the sensitive operations to
determine if the condition is really hit in validation, and then run
the program fed with the crash input repeatedly in order to hit the
assertive code.

We need to run the tested program repeatedly in the validation
process since the crash report is insufficient to replay the crash.
According to [22], it requires to record the information of eight
factors to deterministically replay a concurrency error, which is far
more than the information recorded by AFL.

Among all these limitations, the insertion of scheduling code into
the source during validation can be automated in a way similar to
ConMem-v in [36]. Writing such automatic tool is of lower priority
since the number of cases to be validated is small by now. Although
taking some time, running a program to be tested repeatedly in the
validation phase has a high chance to repeat the crash.

The most challenging task in our manual validation is actually
the comprehension of the code in order to identify the root cause
of a reported concurrency vulnerability so that we can determine a
condition to place into inserted assertive code such that triggering
the assertive condition confirms the reported concurrency vulnera-
bility. This assertive condition differs from the condition for a pair
of sensitive operations that the static analysis finds and the fuzz
testing uses to trigger a suspected concurrency vulnerability. The
latter is the execution order of the two sensitive operations in a
pair that would trigger the its potential concurrency vulnerability.
It is coarse, at the thread level. The former, on the other hand, is
fine-grained and requires understanding the root cause of the con-
currency vulnerability. It needs to guarantee confirmation of the
suspected concurrency vulnerability once triggered. Obtaining this
assertive condition in our validation typically requires thorough
understanding of the relevant code written by others, which is

labor-intensive and time-consuming, especially for concurrency
buffer overflows. Due to its complexity, there is a chance that the
derived assertive condition is incomplete, which may lead to failure
to confirm a true positive. As a result, a false positive determined by
our manual validation is probabilistic instead of deterministic. On
the other hand, a true positive determined by our manual validation
is always deterministic.

8.4 Additional Limitations
In addition to the above limitations, there are some additional lim-
itations in our implementation of the heuristic framework. The
heuristic framework currently works only with concurrent pro-
grams written in C using POSIX multi-thread functions requires
the source code to detect concurrency errors and vulnerabilities in
a concurrent program. It is desirable to extend the heuristic frame-
work to cover programs written in other languages and using other
multi-thread functions, and to cover binary programs without using
source code. The ideas presented in this paper work for the these
extensions, but it requires a great effort to realize them.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a heuristic framework to detect concur-
rency errors and vulnerabilities in concurrent programs. It includes
two separate fuzzers. One fuzzer, the interleaving exploring fuzzer,
explores interleavings effectively to test as many interleavings as
possible. It can detect concurrency errors effectively and efficiently.
The other fuzzer, the vulnerability detection fuzzer, first applies
static analysis to locate sensitive concurrent operations, categorize
each finding to a potential concurrency vulnerability, and determine
the execution order of the sensitive operations in each finding that
would trigger the potential concurrency vulnerability; and then
directs fuzz testing to explore the specific execution order of each
finding in order to trigger the potential concurrency vulnerability.

We used three types of common concurrency vulnerabilities,
i.e., concurrency buffer overflow, double-free, and use-after-free to
evaluate the proposed heuristic framework with a benchmark suite
of six real-world programs. In our experimental evaluation, the
interleaving exploring fuzzer reported three new crashes that were
not reported by the existing fuzzer, AFL, that our fuzzer was based
on. The interleaving exploring fuzzer typically produced the first
crashwithin 10minutes of runningwhile the original AFLmight not
report any crash after running for several days. These experimental
results indicate that our interleaving exploring fuzzer can effectively
explore interleavings in detecting concurrency errors while the
original AFL cannot. Additionally, the vulnerability detection fuzzer
detected two concurrency vulnerabilities, and both vulnerabilities
were confirmed to be true positives. This demonstrates the power
and effectiveness of the vulnerability detection fuzzer in detecting
targeted concurrency vulnerabilities.
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